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About This Game

Dimension Jump is a precision puzzle platformer, where you don’t just jump between platforms, you jump between dimensions!

Once you’ve picked up the basics you’ll have to master the art of dimension jumping, gravity switching and teleporting to get
through some of the most challenging levels on offer.

With over 90 levels to complete, each with challenge times and bonus stars, there will be plenty to challenge all skill levels. As
you progress through level sets the difficulty increases, adding in new mechanics and putting all the skills you’ve learned to the

test.

Collect Steam achievements by completing level sets and other accomplishments, challenge your friends with your own custom
levels using the level editor, and compete against the world on global leaderboards for the fastest times.

Features

Dimension jump your way through over 90 levels

Challenge variants of every level to really test your skills

Collect Steam achievements

Compete for the fastest time on global leaderboards
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Build and share your own levels via Steam Workshop
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Title: Dimension Jump
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Redpoint Games
Publisher:
Redpoint Games
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 2.20Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 520

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 110 MB available space

English
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Really fun and relaxing, you can spend a lot of time alone or with your friends.. it's a very good game, and can be very tough at
times. It has a great balance between difficulty and strategy that feels extremely rewarding when you beat the game. Definitely
worth the $3.29

9\/10. 10/10 Made me wanna kill myself.
Would buy as a joke 10 more times.
Actually no. Please no.. awesome graphics and beautiful music!. Can't recommend this one. A poorly conceived JRPG where
the horizontal stairways in the game simply don't work properly. Laziness abound, all the graphics are still images that may be
stretched in various directions to provide 'animation.' It's cheap. It's about on par with a typical JRPG on the 8-bit Nintendo. The
music is ok. The voice acting is actually good. But only one character is voiced, yours.

The 'scenes' consist of a series of still images and voice acting. Not worth your time and effort. Spend your money on a decent
anime film to get some real enjoyment. Leave this game for the really bored amoung us. Lastly, the game required a patch from
the publisher to unlock the adult content. But I wouldn't bother, it's not even worth your time.. Absolute Garbage. Refunded.
This game makes it impossible to progress without paying tons of money. they say "Free to play" but really it isn't at all..
Mainlining is a classic puzzle game about using a computer for your job as a cyber-crime agent, whose story discusses the
benefits and drawbacks of a government act to curb freedoms.

Using the computer terminal's various programs to maneuver around the puzzles was captivating and enjoyable - it runs well
enough that I found myself attempting to alt-tab through the game's windows. The puzzles are well-designed, and the difficulty
curve is superb, as mechanics are slowly introduced throughout the adventure.

The art is great (including a highly readable pixel font) and the music, while not amazing, is certainly appropriate. The story and
the moral questions it raises about security and liberty are by far Mainlining's standout quality. It features interesting characters
and intruiging cases.

However, the small issues ever-present throughout Mainlining - the endless typos or issues with graphics, for example -
frequently distracted me, much more than one would expect. For this reason, I am reluctant to give it a recommendation, but if
you can buy it when discounted, like I did, I'd pick it up.

7.0/10.. It's like Sims but Ponies
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True to it's word, It feels like an NES game. It might not be as good as some of it's source material (like Contra) but if you are
looking for a NES experience (not a quasi retro game, a true NES-like experience), this game will not disappoint.. Have you
ever wanted to play candy crush, but with pokemon or something?
Do you like bland story mixed with pc gameplay made for a smartphone?

Well Square Enix has the perfectly meh game for you!

Seriously, the artwork is pretty cool, but the music sucks, the effects are boring, and the story is just walls of text.
There isn't much to this game. At all.. nice,always funny and full of life with how the worms interact with eachothers' sillyness.
good with buddys, can get old quick tho.. Most of the reviews claim this game is clunky as well as looking and feeling like a
mobile port and honestly, they aren't wrong. The combat feels slow, the character feels unresponsive and unruly. Whos bright
idea was it to have the jump and attack be the same button? Moron

I do admire the game for one thing though, it knows how bad it is as at the end of every mini level the default selection is to
exit, that's brilliant.. Great take on the Square Dungeon Crawl. Great idea with having multiple parties vs always just being one.
Great idea giving us sliders to things like game length and difficuly. Solid turn-based tactics. The GFX are what they are, if the
dev can take the base of what he has and update it to a Grimrock type graphical experience, I would think a fair level of success
would come their way. But great game and support as-is.. Ok game. Not so good graphics but put that a side and you have a
good sim.
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